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D. Using Modal Particles
Handout 2: Using Modal Particles Combinations

Below are some examples of frequently used modal particle combinations; in particular, those
with other uninflected word classes, such as other particles or adverbs. These modal particle
combinations are typically conventionalized or idiomatic and prevalent in conversational
German. For each modal particle combination below, a brief explanation is given followed by
concordance lines that illustrate appropriate usage.
NOTE: The word order in these combinations may not be reversed.
ja mal
The ja mal modal particle combination is used for pointing out shared knowledge between
speaker and listener (ja) while at the same time softening a suggestion/command (mal).

ja auch
The modal particle ja points out shared knowledge between speaker and listener and the
logical particle auch ties the sentence to the preceding context. The combination ja auch
implies that there is nothing surprising about the facts mentioned in the preceding context.

auch mal
The logical particle auch ties the sentence to the preceding context, and the modal particle
mal makes an expressed intention less determined.
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NOTE: If the three particles are used in one combination, they follow the order ja auch mal (line
9).
doch mal
The doch mal modal particle combination is used for softening commands and an expression
of anticipated objection on part of the listener.

gern(e) mal
The gern(e) mal combination uses a modal adverb gern(e) and the modal particle mal, and a
subjunctive mood verb form würde is used for expressing an undetermined intention (lines
46, 47, 49, 50). The combination gerne + mal + modal verb is used for an unobtrusive
invitation (line 48).

gleich mal / jetzt mal
The combination of a temporal adverb gleich/jetzt and the modal particle mal is used when
speakers promise to do something right away. The combination of a promise to do something
right away (gleich) and the down-grader mal expresses reassurance that the promised activity
is not hard to perform and it will be carried out immediately.
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